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Figure-ground organization of an ambiguous pattern can be manipulated by the spatial and
temporal frequency content of the two regions ofthe pattern. Controlling for space-averaged lu
minance and perceived contrast, we tested patterns in which the two regions of the ambiguous
pattern contained sine-wave gratings of 8, 4, 1, or 0.5 cycles per degree (cpd) undergoing on:off
flicker at the rates of 0, 3.75, 7.5, or 15 Hz. For a full set of combinations of temporal frequency .
differences, with each spatial frequency the higher temporal frequency was seen as background
for more of the viewing time. For two spatial frequency combinations, 1 and 4 cpd, and 1 and
8 cpd, tested under each of the four temporal frequencies, the lower spatial frequency region was
seen as the background for more of the viewing time. When the effects of spatial and temporal
frequency were set in opposition, neither was predominant in determining perceptual organiza
tion. It is suggested that figure-ground organization may parallel the sustained-transient response
characteristics of the visual system.

The spatiotemporal stimulus flux of the optic array is
perceptually organized into objects and events in the visual
environment, where figure-ground relationships are as
signed between perceptually segregated neighboring
regions. This figure-ground separation has been the ob
ject of perceptual research since the initial introduction
of ambiguous figures by the Gestalt psychologists demon
strated its existence as a unique and distinct visual
phenomenon (Koffka, 1935; Rubin 1921/1958). Re
searchers have investigated the stimulus factors found to
influence figure-ground organization (e.g., Fame, 1977;
see Uttal, 1981 for a review) and the figure-ground in
fluence on phenomenal appearance (e.g., Coren, 1969).
Egusa (1982), for example, found that for two target
regions, the target with the greater contrast with its sur
round will be judged as nearer when it is seen as the figure
and as farther when it is seen as the ground. There have,
however, been only a few attempts to relate figure
ground organization to the considerable body of psycho
physical data on the spatial and temporal responses of the
visual system (Altmann, Eckhorn, & Singer, 1986; Brown
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& Weisstein, 1988; Ginsburg, 1978; Klymenko & Weiss
tein, 1986; Meyer & Dougherty, 1987; Schor & Howarth,
1986). Psychophysical research has tended to focus on
visual sensitivity to the spatial and temporal components
of stimuli, but little attention has been paid to how higher
perceptual processes such as object and depth perception,
and figure-ground organization, are influenced by these
sensory components (however, see Dodwell & Caelli,
1984). Recently Klymenko and Weisstein (1986) have
reported that the figure-ground organization of ambigu
ous stationary patterns is influenced by the spatial fre
quency content of the two regions of the pattern. They
found that for a range of spatial frequencies, from 8 to
0.5 cycles per degree (cpd), the region filled with the rela
tively lower spatial frequency sine-wave grating tends to
be seen as the background behind the region filled with
the higher spatial frequency grating, which in tum tends
to be seen as the figure (see Figure 1). Wong and Weiss
tein (1984, 1985, 1987) found that regions of flickering
dots tend to be seen as the background behind regions of
stationary dots, which in tum are seen as the figure. The
transient-sustained continuum of visual response sensi
tivity (e.g., see Giaschi, Anstis, & Rogers, 1988; Hess
& Plant, 1985; Kelly, 1972, 1979; Koenderink & van
Doorn, 1979; Robson, 1966; van Nes, Koenderink, &
Bouman, 1967; Watson & Nachmias, 1977), where visual
responses to higher spatial frequencies are generally as
sociated with responses to lower temporal frequencies and
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Figure 1. Replotted data from Experiment 2 in K1ymenko and
Weisstein (1986), where a stationary Maltese crosses pattern, con
sisting of a right and left region, similar to the pattern used here,
was tested (Hz # hertz). The coordinates at the base of the graph
represent the spatial frequency of the two regions of the ambiguous
pattern (L cpd = spatial frequency of the left region in cycles per
degree, R cpd = spatial frequency of the right region in cycles per
degree). The mean percent response times to the 20 stimuli consist
ing of all combinations of spatial frequency differences are plotted
in terms of height above the base of the graph (% = mean percent
response time the right region was seen as the background). The
open circles situated on the dotted grid at the 50% level represent
the hypothetical data where the spatial frequencies of the two regions
are equal. For each data point, the distance above or below the 50%
surface is indicated by a vertical dotted line. The data points to the
rear of the open circles represent the spatial frequency combina
tions where the right region contained the relatively lower spatial
frequency, and the data points in front of the open circles the higher
spatial frequency combinations. In all cases, when the right region
contained the lower spatial frequency, it was seen as the groond more
than 50% of the time; when the right region contained the higher
frequency, it was seen as the ground less than 50% of the time.

vice versa, suggests that these response characteristics
may playa role in figure-ground organization.

While the differential visual responses to contrasts for
different spatial and temporal frequencies (Robson, 1966)
become attenuated above threshold (Camisa, Zemon, &
Conte, 1985; Georgeson & Sullivan, 1975; Kulikowski,
1976), the spatial and temporal frequency content of
suprathreshold textures in adjacent regions reliably and
systematically determines their figure-ground organiza
tion (Klymenko & Weisstein, 1986; Wong & Weisstein,
1984, 1987). As with the early investigations of visual
sensitivity to spatial and temporal frequency (see Olzak
& Thomas, 1986 and Watson, 1986 for reviews), the ini
tial investigations of the visual system's responses to figure
and ground considered only spatial or temporal frequency
separately while holding the other physical dimension con
stant (Klymenko & Weisstein, 1986; Wong & Weisstein,
1984). Below, for suprathreshold stimuli, we systemati-

cally examine the combined influence of spatial and tem
poral frequency on figure-ground organization. We used
one ofthe ambiguous patterns from Klymenko & Weiss
tein (1986), the "Maltese crosses" pattern, whose per
ceptual organization was found to be relatively sensitive
to manipulation by spatial frequency differences. In Ex
periment 1, we examined the effect of temporal frequency
differences between the two regions of the ambiguous pat
tern where the spatial frequency of the two regions is the
same. In Experiment 2, we examined the effect of spa
tial frequency differences between the two regions where
the temporal frequency of the two regions is the same.
In Experiment 3, we examined the relative effects of spa
tial and temporal frequency.

EXPERIMENT 1

The influence of temporal frequency on perceptual or
ganization was tested for four spatial frequencies.

Method
Observers

Fifty-five naive undergraduates, with normal or corrected-to
normal vision, took part in order to fulfill a course requirement.
Fourteen, 14, 15, and 12 observers viewed the 8-, 4-, 1- and 0.5
cpd spatial frequency patterns, respectively.

Equipment and Stimuli
A Grinnell GMR-270 image processing system hosted by an LSI

11/23 computer generated the stimuli on a Sony Trinitron KV- 1513
(IS-in.) color monitor and recorded the responses, which were made
with a joystick. The spatial, temporal, and luminance resolution
of the stimuli on the monitor were 64 pixels per degree of visual
angle, 30 Hz (interlaced), and 256 linear luminance levels, respec
tively. The blue channel was off, and the red and green channels
were photometrically equated, producing stimuli varying in bright
ness from black to bright yellow. The luminance of neutral yellow
grey was 39.0 cd/m2

•

The stimuli consisted of variations of a circular pattern that mea
sured 362 pixels in diameter (5.66 0 of visual angle). The circular
pattern consisted of eight pie-shaped sectors (see Figure 2). Clock
wise from the top, the odd sectors constituted the "right region"
and the even sectors constituted the "left region." The borders be
tween the two regions were the horizontal, the vertical, and the
two diagonal diameters of the circle. The screen was dark
(9.0 cd/m2

) outside of the circle.
For each spatial frequency, the set of stimuli consisted of 12 vari

ations of the basic pattern. The two regions of the circle were each
filled with vertical sine-wave gratings (8, 4, 1, or 0.5 cpd), flick
ering at different rates. Either region could be described as a (sta
tionary or flickering) continuous sine-wave grating that was par
tially occluded by the other region. Four temporal frequencies were
tested: 0 (stationary), 3.75, 7.5, and 15 Hz. For each spatial fre
quency, each variation consisted of 1 of the 12 combinations of
different temporal frequency pairs. The flickering sine-wave grat
ings underwent on:off flicker; in the "on" half of each temporal
cycle the sine-wave grating was present, and in the "off" half of
the cycle the region was neutral yellow-grey. The luminance of the
sine waves was spatially modulated about neutral yellow-grey. Thus,
the space-averaged luminance was constant over time. The con
trasts of the gratings were obtained from each observer's contrast
matching function. For the patterns in which both regions flick
ered, the temporal onsets of each of the two gratings were in phase.
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15 Hz-were then presented in random order in two blocks. For
each observer, the contrasts of the sine waves in the experimental
session was 52 % for the O-Hz gratings, and the average of the two
responses for each of the other temporal frequencies. The mean
matched contrasts for the four sets ofobservers are given in Table I.

Experimental session. After the contrast matching session, a pic
ture of an outline of the circular pattern containing black and white
sectors was shown to each observer. The pattern's ambiguity, its
two alternative organizations, was described. Each observer was
given a randomly generated practice trial. The 12 variations of the
pattern were then presented in random order. Each observer was
instructed to gaze at the center of the screen at the sound of the
warning beep, which preceded stimulus onset by 2 sec, and to con
tinue gazing at the center of the pattern for the duration of the stimu
lus presentation. Each observer was told to respond immediately
after the stimulus onset, and to continue responding throughout the
trial by moving the joystick to either the right or the left to indicate
which of the two regions of the pattern was seen as being" in front"
as opposed to in the "background."

Table 1
Mean Matched Contrasts and Standard Deviations for Experiment 1

Temporal Frequency (Hz)

Design and Data Analysis
The six stimuli in which the right region flickered at the higher

temporal frequency were designated as the Hi-TFs, and the six
stimuli in which the right region flickered at the lower temporal
frequency were designated as the Lo-TFs. Thus each Hi-TF has a
corresponding Lo-TF in which the temporal frequencies of the stimu
lus pattern's two regions were reversed.

The response measure was the percentage of the total response
time during which the observers saw the right region as the back
ground, where the total response time was the total amount of time
during which observers responded either right or left (neutral
responses were discounted). 1 The percent times for each spatial fre
quency were analyzed by a one-way repeated measures analysis of
variance (ANOVA) with 12 treatments and six planned contrasts,
which compared each Hi-TF with its corresponding Lo-TF.

In addition, the percent times were tested for a linear trend (Rob
son, 1959) with respect to the magnitude of the temporal frequency
difference between the two regions of the pattern. For example,
the temporal frequency of the right region minus the temporal fre
quency of the left region in the 0 x 3.75 Hz Hi-TF is 3.75 Hz.
If we consider this difference as one positive unit, then on a linear
scale the 0 x 15 Hz Hi-TF will be +4 units, the 15 x 0 Hz Lo
TF will be -4 units, and the other 10 treatments will fall between
the two extremes.

Results

The percentage of the r{'sponse time during which the
right region was seen as the background was the mea
sure of figure-ground organization. The right region flick
ered at the relatively higher temporal frequency in the Hi
TFs, and at the lower temporal frequency in the Lo-TFs.

Spatial 15
Frequency 3.75 7.5
~~ M ID M ID M ID
8 62 10 61 9 71 6
4 52 5 51 5 56 9
1 47 3 43 3 47 5
0.5 49 3 47 3 50 6

Note-Means represent the average percent contrasts for each test sine
wave grating obtained from matching to a stationary 52% contrast grating
of the same spatial frequency.

Procedure
Observation was monocular with the observer's preferred eye.

Each observer sat in a lightproof tunnel in a dark room. A chinrest
positioned the observation point 2.19 m from the display screen.

Contrast matching. Each observer was presented with a series
of seven displays. Each display consisted of two vertical sine-wave
gratings-the standard grating and one of the test gratings-both
with the spatial frequency specific to that group of observers. The
contrast of the test grating was control1ed by the observer with a
joystick. Each grating was contained within a rectangular region,
384 x 120 pixels (horizontal x vertical). Each sine-wave grating
started and ended on a neutral yel1ow-grey portion of the spatial
cycle. The centers of the two rectangular regions were 120 pixels
above and below the center of the display. The remainder of the
display was dark. The lower grating-the standard-was station
ary and set to 52 % Michelson contrast. The observers were given
unlimited time to observe and test different contrast settings. Each
observer matched the perceived contrast of each of the test patterns,
which could vary along 23 equal units ranging from 32 % to 81 %
contrast, to the standard. The observers first practiced with a test
grating that was the same as the standard (0 Hz). After each ob
server had met a criterion of three near-perfect matches (plus or
minus one unit) in a row, the three test gratings-3.75, 7.5, and

Figure 2. The stimuli in Experiments 1-3 were variations ofa cir
cular pattern divided into eight pie-shaped sectors. Each region, con
sisting of four alternate sectors, contained a sine-wave grating un
dergoing on:off flicker at one of four rates (see text). Shown is a
frame from one of the stimulus sequences used in Experiment 1,
where l-epd (cycle per degree) flickering sine-wave gratings were
tested. The left region is in the "on" portion of its temporal cycle
and the right region is in the "off" portion of its cycle.

The stimulus duration was 30 sec, and the interval between stimuli
was 20 sec, during which time the screen was dark.

The stimuli reflect the ecological constraints of the optic array,
in that occluding and occluded surfaces and objects tend to be sepa
rated by sharp and often abrupt boundaries. In terms of a Fourier
description, the spatial and temporal frequency spectrum of the
stimuli was more complicated than described here, due both to the
sharp boundaries of the patterns and to the spatial, temporal, and
luminance resolution of the stimuli as described above. We nomi
nal1y define spatial frequency in terms of the number of spatial cy
cles of the sine-wave grating per degree of visual angle, and tem
poral frequency in terms of the number of on:off cycles of the sine
waves per second. The spatial phase of the sine waves was ran
domly generated to the limit of pixel resolution for each trial.
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Table 2
Mean Percent Response Times for Experiment 1

Temporal
Spatial Frequency Temporal Frequency

Frequency of Left of Right Region (Hz)
(cpd) Region (Hz) 0 3.75 7.5 15

8 0 79.0 77.4 86.1
3.75 31.1 46.8 63.9
7.5 24.6 58.9 50.7

15 12.6 47.1 47.0

4 0 63.6 60.6 65.3
3.75 26.1 54.4 72.6
7.5 26.4 47.9 63.4

15 21.2 35.1 43.7

0 50.9 82.1 77.7
3.75 27.0 66.1 58.7
7.5 14.1 34.9 62.5

15 15.6 56.3 46.4

0.5 0 72.9 59.2 67.5
3.75 20.1 60.3 32.4
7.5 33.4 59.3 47.8

15 48.3 31.3 31.1

Note-Mean percent response times represent the percentage of the
response time that the right region was seen as the background. Above
each of the the blank diagonals are the Hi-TFs, those stimuli where the
right region contained the relatively higher temporal frequency sine
wave grating, and below the diagonals are the Lo-TFs, those stimuli
where the right region contained the lower temporal frequency grating.

The effect of stimulus variation was significant for each
of the four spatial frequencies: for 8 cpd, F(1l,143)
7.58, MSr = 4.74, p < .01; for 4 cpd, F(1l,143) =
5.79, MSr = 3.84, p < .01; for 1 cpd, F(1l,154) =
9.48, MSr = 3.56, p < .01; and for 0.5 cpd, F(11,121)
= 2.30, MSr = 10.52, p < .05. Table 2 shows the mean
percent times that the right region was seen as the back
ground for each of the temporal frequency variations. Col
lectively, for all four spatial frequencies, 21 out of the
24 Hi-TFs had a mean percent time above 50%, and 21
out of the 24 Lo-TFs had a mean percent time below 50%,
which indicates that overall the relatively higher temporal
frequency region was seen as the background more of the

. time. The percent times shown in Table 2 are graphed
in Figure 3.

For each spatial frequency there were six planned com
parisons, to compare each Hi-TF with its corresponding
Lo-TF. This is the difference in height between cor
responding points on opposite sides of the open circles
on the response surfaces shown in Figure 3. The results
of the planned comparisons for each temporal frequency
combination are shown in Table 3. For all four spatial
frequencies considered together, 23 out of 24 of the Hi
TFs are greater than the corresponding Lo-TFs, indicat
ing that the higher temporal frequency region is percep
tually biased towards being seen as the background: spe
cifically, this means that when the right region contains
the relatively higher temporal frequency grating, it is seen
as background more of the time than when it contains the
lower frequency grating. Only one of the planned com
parisons was significant for the lowest spatial frequency,

indicating that the figure-ground system may be more sen
sitive to temporal frequency differences for higher spa
tial frequencies.

The tests for a linear trend of percent time with respect
to the magnitude of the temporal frequency difference be
tween the two regions of each pattern was significant for
each ofthe four spatial frequencies: for 8 cpd, F(1, 143)
= 52.25, p < .01; for 4 cpd, F(1,143) = 51.50,
p < .01; for 1 cpd, F(1,154) = 61.36, p < .01; and for
0.5 cpd, F(1,12l) = 5.43, p < .05. These results sup
port the general observation that the greater the differ
ence in temporal frequency, the greater the amount of
viewing time that the higher temporal frequency region
will be seen as the background.

EXPERIMENT 2

The perceptual organizations of two spatial frequency
pairs were examined under different temporal conditions.

Method
Except for the differences described below, the method was the

same as that in Experiment 1.

Observers
Twelve new observers viewed the 1- and 4-epd combination, and

another 12 new observers viewed the 1- and 8-epd combination.

Equipment and Stimuli
The two regions of the circle were filled with sine-wave gratings

differing in spatial frequency: 1 and 4 cpd for the first set of ob
servers, and 1 and 8 cpd for the second set. For each spatial fre
quency combination, the set of stimuli consisted of 8 variations of
the basic pattern. The right region contained the lower spatial fre
quency grating in four of the variations and the higher frequency
grating in the other four. The entire pattern flickered at one of three
rates-3.75, 7.5, 15 Hz-or it was stationary (0 Hz). In the flick
ering patterns, when one region was in the "on" half of its tem
poral cycle, the other region was in the "off" half of its temporal
cycle, and vice versa. The interval between stimuli was 8 sec.

Procedure
Contrast matching. The standard was a 2-cpd, O-Hz sine-wave

grating set to 52 % contrast. The mean percent contrasts for each
of the test gratings obtained from matching to the standard are given
in Table 4 for both sets of observers.

Design and Data Analysis
The four variations in which the right region contained the lower

spatial frequency grating are designated as the Lo-SFs, and the four
variations in which the right region contains the higher spatial fre
quency are designated as the Hi-SFs. The percent times for each
spatial frequency combination were analyzed by a one-way repeated
measures ANOVA with 8 treatments and 4 planned contrasts, which
compared each Lo-SF with its corresponding Hi-SF, where the spa
tial frequencies were reversed.

Results

The time during which the right region was seen as the
background was the measure of figure-ground organiza
tion. The effect of stimulus variation was significant for
both spatial frequency combinations: for 1 and 4 cpd,
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Figure 3. The temporal frequency response surfaces for Experiment 1 for each spatial frequency (cpd). The numerical
data in Table 2 are plotted in terms of height above the base of the graph (% = mean percent response time the right region
was seen as background). The coordinates at the base of each graph represent the temporal frequency of the two regions
(L liz = temporal frequency of left region in hertz; R liz = temporal frequency of right region in hertz). The four open
circles situated on the dotted grid located at the 50% level represent the blank diagonals in Table 2, where the temporal
frequencies of the two regions are equal. For each data point, the distance above or below the 50% surface is indicated by
a vertical dotted line. The data points to the rear ofthe open circles represent the Hi-TFs, where the right region contained
the relatively higher temporal frequency grating, and the data points in front of the open circles represent the Lo-TFs, where
the right region contained the lower frequency grating.

F(7,77) = 6.12, MSr = 4.45,p < .01; for 1 and 8 cpd,
F(7,77) = 6.67, MSr = 8.64, p < .01. Table 5 shows
the mean percent times during which the right region was
seen as the background for each temporal condition. All
of the Lo-SFs had mean percent times above 50% and
were larger than the corresponding Hi-SFs, all of which
had mean percent times below 50%. The larger values
for Lo-SFs than for Hi-SFs indicate that the lower spa
tial frequency region is perceptually biased towards be
ing seen as the background; specifically, this indicates that

when the right region contains the relatively lower spa
tial frequency grating, it is seen as background more of
the time than when it contains the higher frequency grat
ing. The results of the planned contrasts, which compared
each Lo-SF with its corresponding Hi-SF, are shown in
the right column of Table 5. Each of these differences
was significant, but for one exception: the 15-Hz percent
time for the 1- and 4-cpd combination, which only mar
ginally failed to reach significance. For both spatial fre
quency combinations, the largest difference was in the sta-
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Table 3
Results of the Planned Comparisons for Experiment 1

Spatial
Frequency

(cpd)

Planned
Comparison

Test 0&3.75

Temporal Frequency Combinations (Hz)

0&7.5 0 & 15 3.75 & 7.5 3.75 & 15 7.5 & 15

8
4
I
0.5

F(l,143)
F(l,143)
F(I,154)
F(l,121)

17.29t
13.08t
5.33*

11.05t

20.98t 4O.59t 1.11 2.12
1O.85t 18.0n 0.39 13.03t
43.27t 36.13t 9.11 t 0.05
2.63 1.47 0.01 0.01

0.10
3.59
2.44
1.10

*p < .05. tp < .01.

tionary condition, indicating that flicker may attenuate the
effect of spatial frequency differences.

EXPERIMENT 3

effects of spatial frequency and temporal frequency are
set in opposition? The perceptual organizations of the same
two spatial frequency pairs tested in Experiment 2 were
examined under this condition.

The combined results for Experiments 1 and 2 suggest
that if one of the regions of the ambiguous pattern has
both a lower spatia! frequency and a higher temporal fre
quency, then both factors should bias this region to be
perceived as the background. Informal observation indi
cates that this is clearly the case. However, what if the

Method

Except for the differences described below, the method was the
same as that in Experiment 2.

Observers
Twelve and 11 new observers, respectively, viewed the spatial

frequency combinations I and 4 cpd and I and 8 cpd.

Table 5
Mean Percent Response Times and Results of the

Planned Comparisons for Experiment 2

Note-Means represent the average percent contrasts for each test sine
wave grating obtained from matching to a stationary 2-epd grating set
at 52 % contrast. The top two rows are from the 1- and 4-cpd observers
and the bottom two rows are from the 1- and 8-cpd observers.

Note-Mean percent response times represent the percentage of the
response time that the right region was seen as the background. The
Lo-SFs are the stimuli where the right region contained the relatively
lower spatial frequency sine-wave grating, and the Hi-SFs are the stimuli
where the right region contained the higher frequency grating.
*p < .05. tp < .01.

Spatial
Mean PercentFrequency Temporal Planned

Combination Frequency Response Times Comparison
(cpd) (Hz) Lo-SFs Hi-SFs Test

I and 4 F(I,77)
0 75.7 31.81 18.00t
3.75 59.4 30.0 8.l1t
7.5 64.6 30.7 1O.78t

15 63.2 42.9 3.84

I and 8 F(l,77)
0 70.3 13.5 15.58t
3.75 67.5 21.1 10.39t
7.5 58.0 25.5 5.10*

15 64.8 9.0 15.04t

Results

The time during which the right region was seen as the
background was the measure of figure-ground organiza
tion. The mean percent times are given in Table 7. The
effect of stimulus variation was not significant for either
spatial frequency combination: for 1 and 4 cpd, F(1l,121)
= 1.18, MSr = 3.15; for 1 and 8 cpd, F(ll,llO) = 0.93,
MSr = 13 .47. The results of the planned comparisons,
which compared each Hi-TF Hi-SF with its correspond
ing Lo-TF La-SF, are shown in Table 8. Only one of

Procedure
Contrast matching. For both sets of observers, the average per

cent contrasts obtained from matching to the standard, a 2-cpd 0
Hz grating set at 52 % contrast, are given in Table 6.

Equipment and Stimuli
For each spatial frequency combination, the set of stimuli con

sisted of 12 variations of the basic pattern. The right region con
tained the lower spatial frequency in six of the variations and the
higher spatial frequency in the other six. Four temporal frequen
cies were tested: 0, 3.75, 7.5, and 15 Hz. All combinations oftem
poral frequency differences were tested, with the following qualifi
cation. The higher spatial frequency grating always flickered at the
higher temporal frequency.

Design and Data Analysis
For 6 of the 12 patterns, designated the Hi-TF Hi-SFs, the right

region contained both the higher spatial frequency and the higher
temporal frequency grating. Thus the spatial frequency would tend
to make the right region the figure, whereas the temporal frequency
would tend to make it the ground. For the other 6 patterns, desig
nated as the Lo-TF Lo-SFs, the right region contained both the lower
spatial and the lower temporal frequency, where each stimulus
dimension would correspondingly tend to induce the reverse. The
percent times for each spatial frequency combination were analyzed
by a one-way repeated measures ANOVA with 12 treatments and
six planned contrasts, which compared each Hi-TF Hi-SF with its
corresponding Lo-TF Lo-SF.

4
12

7
13

15

SDM

54
51

58
59

3.75 7.5
--- ---
M SD M SD

55 6 52 4
50 7 45 7

53 5 51 7
52 12 50 13

Temporal Frequency (Hz)

7
5

5
8

o
SD

62
47

60
47

M

Table 4
Mean Matched Contrasts and Standard Deviations

for Experiment 2

I
4

I
8

Spatial
Frequency

(cpd)
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DISCUSSION

Visual mechanisms are differentially sensitive to differ
ent spatiotemporal cross sections of the optic array, in
terms of spatial and temporal frequency (Robson, 1966;

Note-Means represent the average percent contrasts for each test sine
wave grating obtained from matching to a stationary 2-cpd grating set
at 52%contrast. The top two rows are from the 1- and 4-epd observers,
and the bottom two rows are from the 1- and 8-cpd observers.

Note-Mean percent response times represent the percentage of the
response time that the right region was seen as the background. Above
each blank diagonal are the Hi-TF Hi-SFs, the stimuli where the right
region contained both the higher temporal frequency and the higher spatial
frequency sine-wave grating, and below the diagonals are the Lo-TF
Lo-SFs, the stimuli where the right region contained both the lower tem
poral frequency and the lower spatial frequency grating.

see also Livingston & Hubel, 1988). At threshold, the
response to the stimulus is mediated by the most sensi
tive mechanism. The findings of Wong and Weisstein
(1982, 1983) suggest a functional relationship between
figure-ground perception and the transient and sustained
responses of the visual system. The relatively more sus
tained mechanisms are relatively more sensitive to higher
spatial and lower temporal frequencies and are thought
to signal "figure" with respect to the more transient
mechanisms, which are more sensitive to the lower spa
tial and higher temporal frequencies and are thought to
signal "ground." Considered in terms of ecological util
ity, it has been argued (e.g., by Calis & Leeuwenberg,
1981) that the ground system, which is faster, acts as an
early warning system signaling global information and
motion and thus regions of potential interest, whereas the
figure system is specialized for finer spatial resolution and
detailed analysis of the region of interest itself (see dis
cussions in Breitmeyer, 1980, 1984; Breitmeyer & Ganz,
1976; Julesz, 1978; and Weisstein & Wong, 1986, 1987).
For example, low spatial frequency stimuli have more op
tokinetic potential than high spatial frequency stimuli (see
discussion in Wertheim, in press). We have found sys
tematic effects of the spatial and temporal frequency of
suprathreshold stimuli on figure-ground organization. Ex
periment 2 extends to flickering patterns Klymenko and
Weisstein's (1986) results for stationary patterns (see
Figure 1), in that the relatively lower spatial frequency
region tends to be seen as the background behind the
higher spatial frequency region; this figure-ground sepa
ration is attenuated for some temporal frequencies,
presumably because there is less differential stimulation
of the transient and sustained mechanisms by the two
regions when both are flickering. Wong and Weisstein
(1984, 1987) found the maximal grounding of the flick
ering region behind a stationary region to occur for flicker
rates around 6 to 8 Hz, with a drop-off in the "flicker
induced ground effect" at lower and higher temporal fre
quencies. We did not find any consistent tuning of the
flicker-induced ground effect with respect to temporal fre
quency. In Experiment 1, we found that at up to 15 Hz
the higher temporal frequency region tends to be seen as
the background more of the time, with this effect more
pronounced for higher spatial frequencies. Wong and
Weisstein (1984, 1987), have used random-dot stimuli that
contain multiple spatial frequency components, and con
trolled for time-averaged luminance, while we have used
relatively low spatial frequency sine-wave stimuli, and
controlled for space-averaged luminance and perceived

6
9

8
10

15

SDM

54
48

58
62

3.75 7.5
--- ---
M SD M SD

Temporal Frequency (Hz)

52 6 51 5
45 6 43 6

58 6 52 6
56 12 54 8

6
6

( 8

II

o
SDM

61
43

63
50

Table 6
Mean Matched Contrasts and Standard Deviations

for Experiment 3

I
4

I
8

Table 7
Mean Percent Response Times for Experiment 3

Spatial Temporal
Temporal FrequencyFrequency Frequency

Combination of Left of Right Region (Hz)

(cpd) Region (Hz) 0 3.75 7.5 15

I and 4 0 51.0 53.7 54.8
3.75 47.8 44.4 44.8
7.5 34.3 53.6 48.8

15 38.4 56.0 49.3

I and 8 0 47.5 46.0 67.1
3.75 26.0 52.3 47.9
7.5 38.5 62.7 40.4

15 50.4 62.0 58.8

Spatial
Frequency

(cpd)

these reached significance; for the 1- and 4-cpd combi
nation, the right region in the 0- and 7.5-Hz Hi-TF Hi
SF variation was seen as the ground more of the time than
was the right region in the corresponding Lo-TF Lo-SF.
This indicates that for this stimulus combination, the ef
fect of temporal frequency overcame the effect of spatial
frequency.

Table 8
Results of the Planned Comparisons for Experiment 3

Spatial
Frequency

Combination
(cpd)

Planned
Comparison

Test 0&3.75

Temporal Frequency Combinations (Hz)

0&7.5 0 & 15 3.75 & 7.5 3.75 & 15 7.5 & 15

I and 4
I and 8

F(I,121)
F(l,IIO)

0.13
1.55

4.99* 3.56 1.11 1.65
0.19 0.94 0.37 0.67

0.003
1.15

*p < .05.
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contrast of the flickering pattern. The relative influence
of these factors is a question for further research.

The spatial frequency results are counterintuitive, in that
one might have expected the larger-patterned low spatial
frequency gratings to appear as the figure in front of the
smaller-patterned high spatial frequency gratings, as
predicted by size-distance constancy (see discussion in
Klymenko & Weisstein, 1986). On the other hand, there
are countless real-world situations consistent with the pat
tern of temporal frequency results. For example, consider
an observer who visually pursues a small, laterally mov
ing object in a textured environment (see Hochberg,
1971): more background than foreground texture elements
will sweep over the retina, producing a higher rate of tran
sients for the background than the foreground. In addi
tion, transients are produced by the occlusion and disoc
clusion of background texture by the moving object (see
Gibson, Kaplan, Reynolds, & Wheeler, 1969; see also
Ramachandran & Anstis, 1986); these transients may
specify the figure and ground regions. The ecological in
terpretation of these data is still an open question.

In Experiment I, where the spatial frequency was held
constant, the relatively higher temporal frequency region
tended to be seen as the ground. In Experiment 2, where
spatial frequency differences were tested under different
temporal frequencies, the relatively lower spatial fre
quency region tended to be seen as the ground. The
sustained-transient hypothesis of figure-ground organi
zation predicts a tradeoff in the effects of spatial and tem
poral frequency. This tradeoff is evident in Experiment 3,
where temporal and spatial frequencies were set in oppo
sition. Regions with relatively low spatial frequency and
low temporal frequency were seen as ground as often as
were regions with relatively high spatial frequency and
high temporal frequency. Neither region stimulated the
sustained (figure) mechanisms, or the transient (ground)
mechanisms better than the other. These data support the
notion that the transient and sustained mechanisms of the
visual system are functionally related to the figure-ground
organization of visual space-time.
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NOTE

I. In addition, the absolute response times were recorded and ana
lyzed. The absolute response time is the absolute amount of time, in
seconds, during which the right region was seen as the background, out
of the 30 sec of stimulus presentation (neutral responses were not dis
counted). The pattern of results for the absolute response times was the
same as that reported here for the percent response times. The average
neutral times in which the observers did not respond either "right" or
"left" was 2.2, 1.5, and 2.0 sec, respectively, for Experiments I, 2,
and 3. Most of the neutral time is likely due to the initial reaction time.
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